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CREATE ALLURE WITH EXOTIC
DECORATION BY KOKET
From the Mysterious Energy of Serpents to the Mesmerizing Beauty of
Feathers, Enliven Your Interior by Incorporating a Touch of Exotic Home
Decor by KOKET
June 2020 - Looking to add some excitement to your interior? How about incorporating a
little exotic animalistic flair? And there is no need to go overboard! A perfectly placed piece of
exotic decoration is all you need to make a statement.
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SERPENTS
Serpents are one powerful motif! As one of the oldest and most widespread mythological
symbols, serpents and snakes represent fertility or a creative life force. The shedding of
their skin serves as a symbol of rebirth, transformation, immortality, and healing. Incorporate this exotic reptile in your interior to remind you that you can shed the skins of the past.
The snake is also a symbol of eternity and continual renewal of life and represents the dual
expression of good and evil.
Snake symbolism is complex and multifaceted offering up many powerful reasons to incorporate the creature in your home. However, even if you just like the look of snakes, or perhaps you find them mysterious and this is their appeal, adding snake decor to your interior is
a fabulous way to exoticize a space. And KOKET’s Serpentine Collection offers up the perfect
mixture of allure and glamour to do just that!

SERPENTINE | MIRROR

SERPENTINE II | MIRROR
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SERPENTINE | CHANDELIER

SERPENTINE | SCONCE
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FEATHERS
Always a showstopper, feathers are a unique way to exotify your interior. And no one does
feathers quite like KOKET! Composed of natural feathers combined in various mesmerizing patterns of bowing waves, natural stripes, and diamond crisscross, KOKET’s feathers
are available by the panel or as a finish on numerous furniture designs. Applied to cabinet
doors and tabletops, the stunning KOKET feathers add sass and exotic allure to iconic KOKET
designs like the Divine Armoire, along with some of the brand’s newest designs such as the
Temptation Bar Cabinet and Merveille Dining Table. Looking to step it up a notch further?
Take a peek at KOKET’s Merveille Dining Chair featuring feathers as upholstery on its outside back—true furniture as art!

DIVINE | ARMOIRE

TEMPTATION | BAR CABINET
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MERVEILLE | DINING TABLE

MERVEILLE | DINING CHAIR
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